
“Makes people creative”



AQUAWRITE
Introducing



AQUAWRITE 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
WHITEBOARD-PAINT 

High Gloss / Clear or White / Polyurethane  

2K Water-based high-performance whiteboard paint 
including primer

aWriteable after only 3 days, fully cured thereafter

aPossible to prime and install the same day

aSingle Coat wet on wet applying whiteboard paint setup

aUV Resistant / 10 year warranty against peeling

aIncredible Surface, easy to clean and maintain

aAdd magnetic wallcovering underneath to create magnetism   
       and multifunctional surfaces

aGain approved and perfect for interactive and short throw 
       projectable surfaces

aAquaWrite has the lowest paint codes on the market to date



THINK BIG 
THINK LONG 
THINK BROAD
THINK ALL COLORS 

Think all colors and surfaces possible, 
without seams or chalk dust as your 
upcoming whiteboard.

WriteWallPaint products are particularly 
suitable for anyone who wants to create 
creativity-prone environments for Fun, 
Work and Education.



FOR FUN

AquaWrite gives you endless possibilities 

Interact - create message centers, play rooms, to-do lists and 
schedules from the comfort of your home.

Think doors, desks, full walls, toy boxes, all colors of all shapes and 
sizes. Make drawings with application or wallcovering underneath 
and add the AquaWrite Clear primer and whiteboard paint on top, 
to use again and again. Add magnetic wallcovering underneath to 
create magnetism and let the fun begin.



FOR WORK

Installing AquaWrite strategically at your 
workplace will generate creativity 
and innovation - That’s a fact!

Paint from wall to wall and from floor to ceiling in your corporate 
color or of your choice. Cover the entire office or meeting room 
with AquaWrite to trigger big ideas. Think doors, tables, desks and 
any unused area to create the ideal workspace environment. Make 
LEAN schedules or add your logo with help from the application 
and add the AquaWrite Clear primer and whiteboard paint on top. 
The surfaces are perfect for short throw projections and interactive 
boards. For project rooms, add magnetic wallcovering underneath 
to create magnetism and multifunctional surfaces.



FOR 

EDUCATION

Create a 360 degree creative workspace 
environment that motivates and inspires 
more action. 

Paint tables, desks, columns, lockers, hallways, whole classrooms, 
cafeterias, interactive projecting walls, etc.
Add magnetic wallcovering underneath to create magnetism and 
multifunctional surfaces.
Get rid of dust from chalk and paint your dirty old chalkboard or 
whiteboard with AquaWrite.
Protect students’ and teachers’ health by eliminating the source for 
dust, and keep the cost low.



WARRANTY 
AND
ENVIRONMENT

AquaWrite is the most durable dry-erase 
product available on the market to date. 
Our paints are supported by a 10 year 
warranty and guaranteed not to crack, 
peel, stain or fade with proper use and 
maintenance. 

AquaWrite is water-based and is the most 
environmentally friendly dry erase / 
whiteboard paint on the market.
Easily wash out your tool in water and 
reuse if you like.

WriteWallPaint AquaWrite products are 
produced with the most sustainable
environmental considerations.



OUR 

STORY 

As a team, we are driven by the motto that 
‘creative spaces and surfaces foster 
creativity and innovation among people in 
general,’ and it is our common mission to 
make it happen.

The technology behind AquaWrite is developed by 88-year-old 
chemical engineer, and our uncle, Carl Schmidt Nielsen (1928), 
Inventor / Painter Lars Frey (1977) and Inventor / Painter Betina 
Vandrup (1975) – A project that has spent years in the making with 
thousands of hours being put in and has proved its concept since 
2015. 

From inception, we have supported and served some of the largest 
and most innovative companies and institutions across the world 
with flexible whiteboard paint, AquaWrite. With our invention of 
WriteWallPaint AquaWrite products, the goal was to develop a 
portfolio consisting of the world’s best performance whiteboard 
paints.

Made in Denmark



We recommend to use WriteWallPaint whiteboard markers and 
other accessories.
For wiping, erasing and cleaning, WriteWallPaint surfaces always 
use the WriteWall Miracle cloth, or a Microfiber cloth.
If it’s time for a little extra cleaning, then use a clean Microfiber 
cloth, moistened with WriteWallPaint “MiracleWater”. Dry with a dry 
and clean Microfiber cloth afterwards.
For extra dirty surfaces apply WriteWallPaint “MiracleCleaner” or in 
bad cases use household alcohol; subsequently use a clean cloth, 
moistened in WriteWallPaint “MiracleWater” afterwards. – If needed 
then repeat.
Never use: Abrasive materials such as scouring sponges, sharp 
objects and similar tools that could damage the surfaces.
Never use ordinary pens, ball point pens, permanent markers, 
cleaning materials and objects that give off fat membrane or leave a 
chemical “film”, products with acid or similar.
Order your accessories at your local WriteWallPaint supplier, or 
contact us at info@writewallpaint.com for additional guidance.

MAINTENANCE 

For more inspiration
follow us on Instagram

@writewallpaint



#WRITEWALLERS


